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I know it's a bit out of date, but it's been dwelling on my mind for awhile.  If you could have Norman
Osborn construct a team of villains impersonating heroes consisting of any preexisting team you
know of, from any publisher, what would the team be, and who would be on it?  The rules are simple,
1) post the name of your Dark Team, and each of the characters featured, and which characters
they're impersonating 2) the character's motivation, circumstances or other reason for being on the
team must be issued next to their name/s 3) be specific.  If you know that more than one person has
taken on the mantel of the imposter you choose, specify which person it is 4) if you choose a DC
team, it must be all DC characters, if you Choose a Marvel team, it must be all Marvel characters. 
Whichever publisher you choose to draw characters from, only use characters from that publisher.  5)
the publisher that was briefly formed after Marvel Vs. DC counts as it's own thing.  So if you know
you're stuff, there might be a Lobo the Duck or a Bruce Wayne, agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. on it.  6)
characters impersonated don't have to have been a part of the team before.  It's just if they would
have been a good fit.  7) If they don't quite have the powers needed to duplicate the results needed,
explain how they get around this.  For example, they might have a cloaked technician nearby who
can apply that one power that they otherwise just can't apply.  WIth that in mind, dig in, and let's see
what you come up with.
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